Public Outreach of HAYABUSA2 Mission


yoshikawa.makoto@jaxa.jp

Hayabusa2 was launched on 3rd December 2014. The new challenge to an asteroid has started.

Education and Public Outreach

What we have done

Let’s collaborate together!

Activity by public people ... Reactions of public people

Public campaigns

- naming the target asteroid (162173) 1999 JU3
- observation of the earth swingby of Hayabusa2
- observation of 1999 JU3

Visualization

by A. Miura, Y. Yamamoto, M. Yoshikawa
We visualize the attitude and orbital motion of Hayabusa2 to assist the mission operation, but this visualization can be useful for the education and public outreach.

Collaboration with OSIRIS-REx

Work sheet for OSIRIS-REx

By Dante Lauretta

Let’s collaborate together!

What we will do

Fact sheet (in Japanese)

Number of materials Places
Target marker 162,174 Japan, Brazil, Australia
Recovery capsule 220,889 Japan, Brazil, Australia
Total 483,054 Japan, Brazil, Australia
* by the support of the Planetary Society

Public activities

Pamphlet, Stickers, Goods, Videos, Webs, etc.

Public lectures, Classes in school, Town meetings, etc.